BACKGROUND
Through careful analyses of overlapping seafloor maps and data sets that were collected by systems with different resolution, and different processing schemes, we would like to know which scales of roughness are truely resolved, and which scales are obscured by the sonar system or by data processing effects. To this end, we combine a theoretical analysis of the slope resolution of various sonar system with validation from actual data drawn from an extensive data base of swath imagery from sidelooking sonar as well as high-resolution swath bathymetry which have been collected on the East Pacific Rise (EPR) and on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR).
APPROACH
To assess the resolution of a sonar system, we take into account the acoustic parameters (frequency, beamwidths, bandwidth), geometric factors (sensor altitude, speed, duty cycle), echo processing techniques (bottom detection, phase conversion, refraction correction), navigation errors, and spatial data processing effects (ping-averging, gridding algorithms). In addition we compare the actual performance of seafloor mapping systems (SASS, Sea Beam, H,,drosweep, and Gloria, SeaMARC I and II, Deep Tow, Argo and Alvin) at selected sites in the Atlantic and Pacific where concurrent data already exist. Guidelines will be developed for mapping strategies for bottom characterization at length scales of interest to the SRP.
RESULTS
The theoretical study suggests that it is the echo detection process which dominates the error budget that ultimately limits the bottom slope resolution. Tests performed with Sea Beam show that a 4 dB signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient for bottom detection. However, for SeaMARC II, theoretical results give a resolution almost 4 times better than the actual system. This is mostly due to the great difficulty encountered when trying to convert differential phase angles to acoustic angles of arrival. No satisfactory solution has been found yet.
A 32-km long Deep Tow profile made on the western flank of the MAR near the FAMOUS area, 37 N, (Fig 1) is probably the most appropriate high resolution data set available at this time for seafloor roughness studies of the abyssal hill terrain of the Western North Atlantic. It is now available for Internet distribution to acoustic modellers and others in the SRP community.
Sea Beam and SeaMARC I data have been combined for a 2 x 3 degree area on the EPR near 9 N (Fig 2) , probably the largest detailed sonar mapping survey in the academic community to date. The area exhibits very strong relief in transform faults, and wide variations in abyssal hill fabric orientation and amplitude, which greatly influence the azimuthal dependence of low frequency acoustic backscatter. 
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